The subject of my paper will be legal deposit on the Internet in Denmark. I will be telling you about the system supporting the legislation, rather than the legislation itself. The system has been developed over the last one and a half years at The Royal Library and is still under development.
I will talk briefly about the modernised legal deposit legislation and then focus on the system. Our implementation has three main categories:
• a public web site with information and different registration forms;
• a non-public part with programmes for fetching the net publications;
• a non-public archive with very restricted access.
I will illustrate my paper by showing examples from the three parts of the system.
In 1997, the Danish legislation on Legal Deposit was modernised and updated. The previous law had been in force for 70 years and covered only printed works. Working on a definition of what was to be deposited, we ended up with two keywords:
"Work" and "published" and with the important point "Regardless of medium". "Work" was defined as a limited quantity of information which must be considered a final and independend unit.
"Published" was defined as: when one or any number of copies of the work have been placed on sale or have been otherwise distributed to the public.
When the law was passed, the matching governmental instruction was produced. It was during this stage, that the concept of "dynamic -static" appeared. This was created partly as an attempt to define and also limit the number of works to be deposited, partly as a measure to satisfy the software industry, who with success had protested against the deposit of computer programmes. At present only static documents are covered by the law and therefore archived in our system.
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When the law came into force on 1 January 1998, a new web site was established containing information about the new law, its interpretation and a form for notification of monographs. This web site constitutes the public part of the system.
To support the law, a system was developed for retrieving and viewing the reported net publications. This part of the system is non-public. The site and the supporting system is only in Danish and the non-public part of the system is not available outside the library. The following figures contain screen dumps translated from Danish.
Who deposits?
The person in charge of the technical completion of the digital copy by filling out a registration form at our web site: <http://www.pligtaflevering.dk>.
To ensure the awareness of the legal requirements two mailing campaigns were carried out, one to all public institutions (some 2,500 names) and one to all known Danish electronic journals (some 500 titles). These mailing campaigns have increased the number of the registrations.
Fig. 2
We have three different registration forms:
• one for monographs with metadata ( Fig. 2 ),
• one for monographs without metadata (Fig. 3 ) and
• one for periodicals, which require the same input as for ‚monographs without metadata' and additional data about the publication frequency.
The system now supports the use of the Dublin Core Metadata format. Publishers who include the required metadata will have a far easier time when reporting to us than others who have not. They simply add the URL to our site, and we then extract the metadata from the document and the programme fills in as many of the fields in the registration form as possible. We expect to re-use the extracted metadata for our cataloguing. 3 shows the registration form for monographs without metadata. Normally, it could take three screens, but I have removed most of the input fields to be able to show the amount of information on a single slide. Information about e-mail, name, institution, phone no, the URL, information about version, author, publisher, ISSN/ISBN, description, keywords, user id. and password for restricted access must be provided to the system. And finally the most important information: For each representation we must know the different file types, the structure of the net publication (one file, files in a tree structure below the URL or something entirely different), information about specific programmes must be available for viewing the publication. The term ‚representation' has been difficult. A net publication published in e.g. three different formats: HTML, pdf and postscript is considered a single publication but it has three different representations. However we often find through inspection, that only one representation, e.g. HTML is reported to the system. The Royal Library, Copenhagen (KB) and the State and University Library, Aarhus (SB) are the two institutions involved in legal deposit on the Internet.
Registration system: Software and database containing all reported information about net publications. It is created from information provided in a form on a web server. Here the knowledge about a net publication is born. This is only available at the installation at The Royal Library. REX/SOL: OPACs of KB/SB with records (in MARC format) on net publications. Records are created in REX and exported to SOL. The OPACs are the roads to the archive. Collecting system: Software and database which handles the fetching and storing of net publications which have been reported to the system. This is only available at the installation at The Royal Library. Archive: Established at KB and mirrored to SB daily. LAN: Internal Local Area Network at KB and SB PCs with restricted access: PCs connected to the LAN in a way that allows it to search the OPAC and reach the archive in order to have the desired document shown, but prevents it from getting electronic copies of documents in the archive. At the moment, only one PC at KB and one PC at SB provide public access to documents in the archive. The first column shows that as of June 1999 the system contained information about 1,484 registrations. 11 of these have just been reported but are otherwise unprocessed, 116 are reported by mistake and are invalid and will not be fetched and stored by the system, 396 are actually not reported but transferred from that part of the system processing periodicals, and the rest are copied to the collecting system. All figures are links to lists of appropriate registrations.
In connection with the new law the notification structure was simplified due to the fact that the Library informs other relevant institutions of the arrived material. The second column shows the number of registrations for which information has not yet been distributed to the institutions. At the time of this snapshot all information was distributed. 6 shows status information from the Collecting System. The collecting System is a buffer to which the files constituting a publication are fetched and kept until the full publication is fetched and can be moved to the archive.
The status information contains three columns: One for publications, one for representations, where a publication may consist of one or more representations and one for files, where a representation may consist of one or more files. This snapshot shows 200 net publications with a total of 206 representations new to the system and ready to be fetched. They may be manually transferred to the status ‚ready for automatic fetching' and after a short period the fetching will start and the status will change to ‚in progress'. Originally all fetching was implemented as an automatic process, but we realised that very often a full site and not just the publication was reported. This created undesirable work deleting wrongfully fetched files, sometimes up to 25,000 files. We decided to change the system. Now the staff in the Danish Department determines whether a publication is covered by the law and if the answer is ‚yes' they activate the fetching. The fetching is halted if the program is not able to fetch all needed files, or if it cannot determine whether a file is part of the representation or not, or if it cannot verify the file. These situations require manual intervention before the programme continues with fetching. When all the files in a representation have been fetched and verified, as well as all representations in a publication, the full net publication is transferred to Fig. 7 the archive and mirrored to the State and University Library in Århus with the matching MARC records, which have been made by the staff of the Danish Department at our library. The archive contains at the end of June 1999 952 net publications which consist of 1,299 representations with 104,239 files and a total amount of 1.92 Gbytes. This means that an average net publication consist of 1.4 representations and each representation on average consists of 80 files. Fig. 7 shows one net publication, publication no. 65, to illustrate the amount of information we store in the database.
First we have version, title, description, keyword, author, publisher, and a code indicating if the publisher is public or private, ISSN/ISBN if available, the reporter's name, institution, e-mail address and phone number, a field for comment and information about access. This is followed by information for each representation:the original URL, the file formats and structure, the number of files in this representation and a link to the archived version of the net publication. The last section consists of system related data: Timestamps for creation, modification and delivery of email notification to the reporter, telling that we have completed the storing. Finally we store the message from the mail system telling us the status for our mail notification -in this sample the message is ‚The following addresses had successful delivery notifications'. The law gives us up to 3 months from the registration date to fetch the publication. Usually we are quicker than one week but in this example you can see that the fetching period took a little over 3 months. This could be caused by problems with fetching some of the files, and sometimes we have to call the publishers and ask them to correct their publication so we, and other viewers, are able to read the full publication. Fig. 9 And Fig. 9 shows the archived version of the net publication. I simply followed the link: ‚Show representation from archive' in the record. When the user finds a record in our OPAC (REX) of a net publication, she will then in the near future see two URLs, one pointing to the original publication which can be accessed through the record -provided it is still there -the other will point to the publication on the Royal Library's archive server. At this moment the URL is replaced by a text that informs the user that a copy exists in the archive. If the user is accessing the system from other machines than the dedicated machines in the reading room the user will, when clicking on the URL to the archive, see a text stating that the publication is only available for viewing at a dedicated machine in the reading room at the Royal Library (or at the State and University Library).
These machines, will provide access for viewing and printing, but will not allow any form of digital copying or mailing. . 11 shows the original document on the net, pointed to by the URL in the MARC record. You will se that the version on the net is a newer version, released 15 months later, than the one reported to the archive. This illustrates one of the things we have to teach publishers of net publications: that changes to a publication constitute a new version and new versions must be legally deposited too.
This spring we have added a new module to the system which manages the periodicals. I have already mentioned the registration form very briefly and will here show a record for a specific periodical, Hojskolenyt, which is a newsletter. (Fig. 12) The information for monographs is enhanced with information about the publication frequency, which in this example is every Monday in odd weeks. Periodicals are not as easy as monographs to manage and fetch. There are two main problems to be managed in this connection: the fact that publications are not published at really regular intervals, and the fact that the structure of the publishers archives differ. Some publishers choose to overwrite the same URL for every new issue and some create a new URL for Fig. 12 every issue, thereby creating the need for individual management. In order to minimise the manual work involved in the archival process, the library occasionally makes special agreements with the publishers so that the different issues are placed in an additional structure, just for the library. There is a trend for periodicals which means that they become more like dynamic home pages, thus bringing them outside the scope of the legal deposit legislation.
For each issue there is information about publication ID, timestamp and volume, as well as a link to the archived issue. (Fig. 13) 
Fig. 13
We have just added a third module to the system: a module handling browser plug-ins. (Fig. 14) This is where information about the name of the plug-in, the version and the platform is maintained and where the plug-in itself is stored. The idea is to keep track of which plug-ins are used in connection with which reported and fetched net publications. Secondly the archive also readily provides the plug-ins, when a new PC in the reading room is installed and configured for viewing the archive.
One of the duties of the Royal Library is to collect, store and make the files available now and in the future. Before the end of the year 2000 the Library will have a plan for long time preservation of this archive. This could be problematic, but if you look at this overview (Fig. 15 ), you will see that 91 % (84,500) of the files are HTML-or GIF-files and 99 % (91,800) of the files are HTML-, GIF-, JPG-and PDF-files. This means that 99 % of the files are in generally-known and wide-spread formats which we must expect will be maintainable and available in the future. In the autumn the system will -on an experimental basis -be enhanced with facilities for managing Danish newspapers on the internet. However, these facilities will bring about a change in the philosophy of how publications can be entered into the system. For internet newspapers we will allow the publisher to provide an electronic copy rather than fetching it ourselves. The change is needed, since the net publisher only stores a soft copy of the publication for a short time, due to resource requirements. This is in sharp contrast to the 3 months ‚period for download' mandated by the legal deposit legislation. In the year 2000 we will analyse the many problems regarding deposits of entire databases. 
